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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ___ ___ l meter ________________ __ m foot (or mile) __ _____ __ ft. (or mi.) Tirne __ ______ t second ______ _____ ______ s second (or hour) __ __ ___ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ____ __ __ F weight of 1 kilogram ____ _ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ lb. 
Power ____ ___ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
---k.p~h~ -- horsepower ____ __ ___ --I hp. Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour __ ____ miles per hour _______ _ m.p.h. meters per second _____ __ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
ro/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt=~S 
ParaBite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Q, 
n, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a roodel airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° 0 ., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Oenter-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero· 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
f 
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SUMMARY 
A great number oj tests were made to determine the 
effect oj service stresses on the impact resistance, the X -ray 
diffraction patterns, and the microstructure oj 25 
aluminum alloy. lYJany of the specimens were taken 
jrom actual propeller blades and others were cut from 
I ~{6 -incl/' Tad jurni hed by the Aluminum Company of 
America. 
The average impact resistances were found to be un-
changed even after 288,000 cycles in a 0- to 33,400-
pound-per-square-inch range that exceeded the jatigue 
limit and the original prooj stress oj the material . The 
X -ray diffraction patterns were unchanged a regards any 
indication oj structural change resulting jrom the jatigue 
stressing oj the alloy. Two structural condition known 
as lip-plane precipitation and veining were obsel'ved. 
The service stresses were not responsible for the lip-plane 
precipitation and the endurance limit was not reduced by 
it. V eining could be made to disappear and reappear by 
alternate solution heat treatment and age han Zening. 
I TROD UCTION 
During the course of its u eful service life, any 
assembled structure, such a an airplan e, is subj ected 
to s tresses varying greatly in their magnitude and 
nature. Although no single type of tress or simple 
combination of stresses can be con idered most im-
portant in determining the duration of the service life, 
fatigue overshadow any other single factor under 
ordinary service conditions. 
R ecently Ravilly (reference 1) and Cazaud and P ersoz 
(reference 2) have r eviewed the various tb eories con-
cerning the m echani m of tbe fatigue process. Study 
of the possible detrimental effect on the propertie of a 
metal of continued fatigue stressing short of failure bas, 
however , received scant attention . Attention bas 
rather been directed to the determination of the number 
of application of stress of known magni tud e required 
to produce failure and the conditions that favor local 
overstres ing, and therefore prema ture failure. 
The po sibility of detrimental cbanges occurring in 
the structure of tbe aluminum alloys used for aircraft 
propellers was made th e subj ect of a group of tests 
conducted at the National Bureau of tandards labora-
tories in 193 . If damage did result, orne bort-time 
test to detect i t was sought. In order to decide on a 
suitable te ting procedure, two general as umptions 
regarding the nature of fatigue lam age were made: 
(a ) The important changes occur throughout a large 
portion of tbe stressed body and are essentially de-
pendent on the stress bistory of the body as a whole. 
(b) The r egion of extreme damage by rep eated 
str e e are bighly localized; hence, unless the effective 
cro s section is r educed by the presence of cracks 
already formed, the u e of any phy ieal test whose 
resul ts represent an averaging process throughout a 
large column of m etal mu t necessarily show li ttle if 
any correlation with fatigue damage. 
Ina much as the main body of the work was devoted 
to (a), notch and corro ion effect were excluded as far 
as possible. 
The subj ect was con idered in three phase) each 
constituting a part of the paper. P ar t I, by J. A. rues, 
deal with a pos ible lowering of the impact re i tance 
of the metal after prolonged fatigue testing. Part II, 
by the same author , con idered the u e of X -ray diffrac-
tion pattern as a method of detecting fatigue damage 
prior to the actual failure of the member. P art III, 
by l(ie and G. W . Quick, repor ts on slip-plane precipita-
tion and veining. 
Uthough no po itive evidence of detrimental ch anges 
was obtained, the result are presented for the light they 
throw on the problem and the use of short-time methods 
to detect damage done to a metal by fatigue. 
I. IMPACT RESISTANCE OF 25S ALUMINUM 
ALLOY BEFORE AND AFTER FATIGUE STRESS-
ING 
Apparently little bas been done on tbe subject of tbe 
po sible lowering of impact re istance of aluminum 
alloys. K . Honda (reference 3) used the percentage 
decrea e in impact re i tance of plain carbon steels under 
repeated impact as an indication of the degree of fatigue 
damage. F . 0 hiba (reference 4) howed a close correla-
tion between the growth of fatigue crack and the 
degree of fatigue in the case of plain carbon steels sub-
1 
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jected to repeated impa ts and lat r (reference 5) 
reported a imilar relation in th co, e of annealed plain 
carbon teel pecimens of the rotating-beam type. In 
all co, e , a mall decrea e in impact resi tance wa 
believed to precede the begimling of vi ible fatigue 
crack . 
In 1933 Moore and Wi hart (reference 6) reported 
that lowering of the ten ile t rength re ulted from 
tre es in exce s of the fatio-ue limit provided that the 
numb I' of cy 1 wa ufficiently great. A value of 
1,400,000 cycle wa ufficient to e tablish fatigue limits 
in thi manner for five steel , one bra , and monel 
metal. Although the number of revel' als ncce al'y for 
duralumin wa not determined, it wa thought to exceed 
the foregoing value. Earlier work by Davidenkow and 
ch wandin (reference 7) on an.nealed 0.15 to 0.20 per-
cent carbon teel howed immediate lowering of the 
tatic breaking trength of notched pecimen tressed 
above the fatigue limit in a rotating-beam machine 
and then broken by bending while immer ed in liquid 
ail' . Brittl fru,ctm es permitted the course of the 
fu,tigue crack to be followed. It wa found that, in 
pecimen normally expected to fail after 700,000 
cycle of the tref3 employed, the fir t vi ible evidence 
of damage appeared after 300,000 cy Ie. Thi result 
wa con idered to indicate that a general weakening in 
the material preceded the beginning of the crack. 
J either the method of D avidenkow and chewandin 
nor that of Moore and Wi hart ha led to any important 
application. It would appear, however, that sufficient 
evidence of important general change exi ts to justify 
eriou8 con ideration of a program of impact testing of 
fatigued material. Pre umably lowered impact re-
si tance in such material might be due to one 
lIe5 " f two cau e , the pre ence of incipient crack 
The heat treatment of alumimuu alloy 25 recom-
mended by the Almuinum Company of America 
(reference ) con i ts in three tep : 
(a) oaking at 960° to 9 0° F . The time required 
for this treatment depend on the load and on the nature 
of the heating bath. 
(b) Quench:ng in cold water, the temper de ignation 
then being 25 W. 
(c) Aging for 12 hour at 2 5° to 295° F., the temper 
de ignation being 25 T . 
The ten ile properties of the alloy 25 T rod as 
determined at the ational Bureau of tandard were 
a follows: 
T ABLE L-TE SILE PROPERTIE OF HEAT-TREATED 
AL MI T MALLOY, 25ST 
[Values in Ib./sQ. in .1 
¥~~~~,~tt~~ea~~~et;:~;~~.t:~ .... ~~~~~~~:~: ~::~:.~:: ::~:~~~~::.:::: ::::'. ~:: ~ n: ggg 
1 romiuaI stress at fract.ure 2 __ _________________ . ______________ . ____ _ 52.100 
~~~~;rt[i~S~a~V~i~tf.~~:::~~~::::::::::::~:~:~~ .. ~::~: .. ~:.::: : :::~ : 2~: ~~ 
Proof stress at 0. 2 percen t sel. .................... '. " ....... 32,300 
1 Maximum load di vided by the aCLllal cross·sect ional arCH. 
2 Load at fracture dh' ided by the initia l cro ·sectional area . 
, Load at fracture di vided hy th e actual cross·sectional area. 
• Estimated stress when stress·stra in cur ves depart d from the slope of the modulus 
line. 
The fatigue limit of 25ST as determineu on the ro-
tating-beam machine (R. R. Moor type) and ba ed on 
500,000,000 cycle of stress without failure, i given as 
± 15,000 pounds per quare inch (refer nce ). 
1. TEST SPECIMENS A D MACHI ES 
The I-Iaigh axial-lou,ding fatigue-testing machine was 
used to tre in fatigue the material to be te ted later 
for impact re i tance. Figure 1 how the fatigue 
, .350" 
or to a cold-worked condition of the metal. '1IC~======r======:;jlll 
'One of the mo t highly tres ed members ~ 
of any air-craft tructure i the propeller. 
D espite the fact that no evidence of impend-
ing failure may be observed in the frequent 
1.---------9/ 7 " ---------1 
-------------/2875·' -
inspec tion made of the tructure, it i cu tom- F, GUR E l.- Dimensions of the Haigh fa tigue specimens used for the 13,000 pounds per·square·incb 
strpss amplitude. 
ary to place an arbitrary limit on the number 
of hour of ervice permitte 1 for any propeller. Because 
of uch important con i leration , an aluminum alloy in 
wide use for propeller blade wa elected as the fir t 
material for tudy. Many of the specimen were taken 
from propeller blades in the po e ion of the ational 
Bureau of tandard. Other were cut from 1 ~{6-inch rod 
of 25 alloy furni hed especially for the purpo e by the 
Aluminum Company of. America. The composition of 
the rod according to information furnished by the 
manufacturer, wa : 
Copp r ________________ . ________ _ 
Mangane e _________ ' ______ _ 
Silicon ______________________ . __ 
Iron ___________________________ _ 
Aluminum ______ _________________ _ 
4. 4 percent. 
O. 76 percent. 
O. 2 percent. 
O. 43 percent. 
Remainder. 
specimcn u ed for the 13,000 pounds per square inch 
range, and figure 2 hows the pecimen for the ranges 
higher than 13,000 pounds per quare inch. Specimen 
rna hined from the fatio-ue bars were te ted for impact 
resi tance by the harpy method and by the Luers en-
Greene tor ion-impact method (reference 9). 
Figure 3 (a, b, c,) o-ive the (limen ion and form of the 
Charpy specinlen , two different notch depths being 
u ed (0.005 and 0.039 inch ). Figure 4 show the tor-
ion-impact specimen . The reproducibility of re ults 
obtained with the Charpy machine exc eded that ob-
tained with the tor ion-impact machine for the purpo c 
of thi work. 
If W is the average impact energy indi ated find 
t:. W is the smallest difference of energy that can be 
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read directly or estimated from the indicating mecha- I notch depth but more than for 
ni m, tben ing notches 0.005 inch deep . 
harpy pe imens hav-
t:,. Ttl! 0.007 for 0.005-inch-notch 
W (C harpy test) 
t:,. Ttl! 0.017 for 0.039 -inch-notch 
W (Charpy test) , 
depth 
depth r0. 65"-r -ot-- 2. 75 ' . ] 0. 275" 
I = I" and 
t:,.Ttl! . . 
-W = 0.04 (torsIOn Impact). 
'.-
0. 25 " 
475" 
/,0.375" radius 
) ~ ( 0.350." 
The e results are without regard to natural 
errors caused by faulty manipulation or to 
energy 10 e in the machine . In the case 
of tbe tor ion te ts, the impact valu e wa 
meaningle when prematu re striking of the 
horn on the pecimen holler occulTed. In 
o bvi u cases of this kind, the te t results 
t925"~,_ l- 0.975,c-J 
-- /35" 
!~-~;088" j 
were eli carded. ]<' IG URE 4.-T orsion impact test specimen macbined from lIaigh fatigue spcci mens. 
/,/25" radius 
FIGU RE 2.--Dimensions of the lIaigh fatigue specimens uscd for stress amplitudes 
greater t han J2,000 pounds per square inch. 
:_D 
"0. 2 30. --- " 
(a) 
(a) Machincrl from the Haigh faligue specimens. 
(b) Contour of the Charpy notch 0.039 inch deep. 
r-o. DI74"-1 
~ 
(c) Contour of tllc special Charpy notch. 
FIG RE .-Dimensions nnd form of Charpy t ype impact specimens. 
The preliminary re ults howed that the percentage 
deviation from the mean for tor ion impact tests was 
less than that for Charpy specimen with the 0.039-inch 
TEMPERATURES FOR IMPA CT TEST 
In the attempt to find te t conditions that would 
yield the lea t ambiguous results, Charpy specimens 
comparable wi th tho e to be cut from Haigh fatigue 
specimens, were broken at various temperatures 
ranging from - 190° C, to 99° C. As is shown in 
figure 5, the mall st average percentage deviation from 
the mean wa obtained at room temperature. Ample 
time for carefully cen tering the pecimens may be 
the rea on for the better uniformity at tbis tempera-
ture. The be t obtainable agreemen t among check 
pecimen was thought to be lea t obscuring to a pos-
sible cllange in impact r esi tan ce either with regard 
to satter or to average valli e, On the other hand, 
low temperatures repre enting extremes enrountered 
p 
9 p 
_<2 0 0 
0 
--r--
) 
-u 1..:;; 
~ 
-9- [W ~ y 
8 Ie g 0 5 
-20.0. - 160. -120. - 80. -40. 0. 40. 80. 
Temperature of impac t specimens, ·C 
FIG U RE 5.- Results of impact tests on Charpy type specimens Of 25ST bar stock a t 
various tem peratures. The specimens are shown in fi gures 3(a) and 3(\). Each 
large circle ind icates tb~ midpoint of the scatter for one temperature. 
in service could not be neglected and, accordingly, it 
wa decid ed to m ake impac t tests on fatigued mate-
rial hoth at room temperature and at - 7 ° C. 
SIG TFTCANCE OF THE f'TBERED APPEARA CE OF LONGITUOTNAL 
SECTIONS OF 2SST ROD 
A photograph (fig. 6) how grain elongated in a 
direction parallel with the rod axis, but eros section 
(fig. 7) show no preferential grain alin ment. The 
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elongated grain stru ture i al 0 quite prominent in 
25 T rolled plate, and a definite difference in impact 
1'e i tance i known to exist for pe inlens cut in the 
parallel and the tran verse directions. 
PreferI' d cry tal orientation in varying degrees 
generally accompanie ' fibe1'ing. X-ray diffraction pat-
terns can ometime show the pre ence of preferred 
orientation. diffraction pattern that showed definite 
preferred cry tal orientation might therefore indicate 
indirec tly the presence of a po ible directional weakne 
in impact resi tance. 
X-ray diffraction pattern of th e reflection type were 
obtained with a view toward devising a nondestructive 
impact specimens cut lono-itudinally from the enter of 
the 25ST rod need not have their notches oriented 
uniformly with re pect to any certain rod diameter, 
THE EFFECT OF SMALL VA RI ATIO S IN NOTCH DEPTH 
Before the specimens were tes ted, the notch depth 
of the impact pecimen were measured by a Hilger 
measuring microscope. Measurements were made at 
both end of each notch. The average values plotted 
against the impact resis tance howed no con i tent 
relation between impact values and notch depth for 
the variation measured, that is, from - 0.0015 to 
0.0015 inch deviation from the nominal value. Larger 
F JGURE 6.-Longitudi nal section through 258'1' rod showing eioogaUoll o f Lhe gl ains 
in d irection of the rod axis, X 3. 
F,GURF. 7.-Trs os '·crse section through 2S"' T rod sho\\ iog no 
prererential elongation or the grains in ,any d irection , such as 
shown infigure 6, X 3. 
me~lod of inspection for propel! l' blades. The X-ray 
beam wa allowed to fall on the etched specimen at 
o-razino- incidence and at right angles to the fiber d 
direction. The pecimen, a moved in such a manner 
that the orientation of the fibm'ed ax.i wa ons tant 
with re pec t to the beam an 1 to the film. In this way 
a large number of cry tal wa made to contribute to 
the pattern. 0 evidence of preferred orientation 
wa found in th 25 T l' d, in rolled 25 T plate known 
to have directional variation in impa t re i tanee, or in 
a commercial duralumin rod, all of which showed a 
fibered appearance when polished and etched. 
X-ray tran mis ion pattern were ob tained using thin 
etched slices of th 25 Trod. T ransver e and longi-
tudinal section weI' tudi d, both tationary and 
moving. The ection urface wa kept in the arne 
plan and no rotation about the direction of the beam 
wa permitted. No preferred orientation wa found. 
It wa concluded that X -ray are not uitable for the 
detection of directional variations in impact resi tanee 
in thick tructural member such as aluminum-alloy 
propeller blade. Figure 7 how no fibering tran-
vel'. e to the rod axis; consequently, it wa decided that 
variation, such a [rom 0.005 inch to 0.039 inch, do 
ltOw marked effect on impact resistance. 
TEST PROCEDURE AND HESULTS 
Table II lis t the various repeated s tre s treatment 
gi ven the Haigh spe imen . 
TABLE n.- FATIGUE 'IRES ING OF PECIMEI I J 
HAIGH AXIAL LOADING MACHINE AT ROOM TEM-
PERATURE PRIOR TO IMPACT 
IThe rreq uency was 2,400 cycles per minu te in all cascsl 
Stress limi ts 
1\IIca n ------ -- Stress Mode or s trcss range Cycles or rCI)eatcd (Ib./sq . M Rxi- M ini- (Ib./sq . strcss Rcma rks stressing mum mum in.) in.) (lh./S'I. (I b./sq. 
in .) in.) 
------
8 _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 3.651 10. 15Q -2.853 13. 000 25. 000, 000 Unbroken. b __ . ______ . 20.900 37.600 4. 200 33.400 288. 000 D o. c _____ . __ 20,900 37,600 4.200 33,400 153,000 to Broken . 
4 ,000 d __ . _. _____ 20. 900 3 .200 3. 600 34. 600 144.000 Unbroken. c ______ ___ 20.900 3 . 200 3. 600 34.600 288.000 D o. L ___ . ____ 20.900 3 ,200 3. 600 3-1,600 192.000 to Broken. 
276,000 
3 . r._. ______ 0 0 0 0 As rccci '"cd. 
pecimen , machined from the reduced portions of 
the Haigh bars after stressing, were te ted in impact, 
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with the results hown in table III. It i evident that 
no ignificant embrittlement was induced by any of 
the repeated tre treatment, however damaging it 
may have been in ofar as fatigue was concerned . 
T ABLE III.- IMPA T RESISTANOE OF 25ST ALUMINUM 
ALLOY PREVIO SLY UEJECTED TO FATIGUE 
STRE 
"KUJn- Aycr-
ber of T ern- M odc 
1 N otch 
AI·er- age de- T otal 
impact pcra- of pre- age hn· viation width of Im pact test mcthod spcci· t.ur of v ious depth pact from sca ttcr 
mens test fa ti gue (in.) en rgy mean (ft.·II .) (0 
.) Slress 1 (ft.-lb .) (pcr· hrokcn cent) 
------------------
C harpy _______ . ___ / 
18 25 A. r . 0. 039 6. 0 8.3 2.6 
20 25 (a) . 039 5. 7 9. 3 2. 0 
20 25 n. r. .005 14. 6 5. 1 .3. 4 
]<I 25 (b) . 005 14 . 7 7.5 4. 0 
1 ~ 25 (e) . 005 15. J 7. 3 2. 7 
'J' . { 25 8 . r . None 54 . 0 7.2 2 . 0 orslon. ___________ 2 ~i (a) None 57. 0 7. 0 . 0 J5 - 7 a. r. 0. 005 16. 7 6. 0 5.2 -7 Cd) .005 16. 9 10. 0 5. 4 
hi.lrpy _____ . _____ _ 4 -~~ (el . 005 15. 7 7.6 2. 5 3 7 ( f) . 005 18. 8 3. 2 1. 8 
6 - 78 a. r . .039 . 0 15.0 3.5 
6 - 7 (d ) .039 6.5 21. 5 4.3 
1 See lab Ie 11 for mode of prev ious fa tigue stre~s. 
The di tribu tion in impact energy of the individual 
spccimens pre,"D.ou ly u bj ected to repeated tress wa 
clo ely similar to that for the pecimens machined from 
~ As r ec eived 
-
!Q] Pr e viously s tressed 
c5. 000. 000 cycles 
0 
-
0 
-
0 
,-- ~ 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 iofol 
0 0 0 0 Q sa 0 0 0 0 Q QQ QQ QQ 
4. 81 5.2 1 5.6 1 60 1 64 1 68 1 7.C 1 76 I 8.0 1 
5.0 5.4 5.8 6c 66 7 0 74 
Energy absorbed, ft - Ib. 
78 8.c 
FIGURE . -Distribution of C harpy specimens according to energy absorbed in 
impact fracture N o significant change is found to result from prestressing 25,000,000 
cycl in the range from 2,. 50 pounds per squ are inch compression to 10,150 pounds 
per quare inch tension. Cyclic ratp. , 2,400 per minu te; harpy specimens were 
as shown in figures 3(a) a nd 3(b); each square represents one impact test a t room 
temperature. 
material in the "as re eived" condition. Figure ,9, 
10, and 11 compare the di tribution \vith the corre-
• ponding one for unstre sed ma,terial. 
DJSCU SJ O OF R ESULTS 
In mode a (table II) of repeated stress treatment, it 
i reasonably certain that the specimens were tressed 
in a safe range. A lIming a sine wave for the tress-
time relation, one can how that the original I roof 
stre s (a t 0.2 percent et) was exceeded during approx-
imately 24 percent of the cycle in modes b and c and 
during approximately 27 percent of the cycle in modes 
d, e, and f . 
'fhe decrea e in specimen diameter during the re-
peated stre (mode b , c, d , e, and f) averaged 0.43 ± 
~ As received 
[Q] Unbroken after 
288.000 cycles 
[@jFa!led in fatigue r-
0 
,-- I--
0 0 
I-- I--
0 0 
I-- I--
0 0 
~ -o 0 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
Ol@ 0 0 @ 0 0 0 01@101 
lQJ ~Q @ 0 @1 
//'4 ,,1 Icc J 13.0 J 13.8 J 14.6 J 15.4 J 16.2 J /7.~/ /78 J 
a8 ~6 ~4 U C 60 6 8 ~6 1.4 m c 
Ener gy absorb ed, ft-/b . 
F1 GU RE O.- Distribution of Charpy specimen accordiug to energy absorbed. N o 
significant change in impact resi ta oCtil is found to result from repea ted stresses in 
the unsa fe range. The maxim um tonsion exceeded the original proof stress of 
the a lloy (25ST ) . St.ress ran ge, 4,200 to 37,600 pounds per sq uare inch in tension; 
cyclic ra te, 2,400 per minute; C harpy s per imens were as sbown in fi gures 3(a) and 
3(c) ; impact testing temperature. 25° .; each square represents one impact test . 
0.03 percent with a corresponding increase in tress of 
o. 6 ± 0.06 percent. This change i smaller than the 
uncertainty in adju tinO' the load in the Haigh machine. 
It al 0 illustrates the fact that the amount of general 
cold work was very light. 
CONCLUSIO S 
The average impac t re istances, a measured by 
Charpy te t at 25° C. and at - 78° C. and by tor ion-
impact tests at 25° C., were unchanged by any of the 
following condi tion of prior fatigue tre ing at 25° C.: 
25,000,000 cycle of afe stre ,the total rano-e being 
13 ,000 pounds per square inch, part of which wa III 
compre sion. Torsion and Charpy impact te t were 
m ade at room temperature. 
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28 ,000 cycles in a 33,400 pounds per square inch 
range that exceeded the fatigue limit and the original 
proof stres of the material. All the stre s was in 
tension, and the number of cycles exceeded hulf the 
greate t number required to cau e failure in five similar 
specimens. Charpy impact tes ts were made a t room 
temperature. 
Variou number of cycles (153 ,000 to 4 0,000 ) 
causing fatigue failure in a stre s range of 33,400 pound 
G As received !Dl Stressed 288,000 
cycles, unbroken [Q S tress ed 144. 000 
cycle s unbroken 
I@lFolled in fotigue 
r-
0 
I--
0 
I-- I-- .--
o 0 0 
100 0 1 0 r- Io 0 0 0 0 0 
0 8 10 0 0 @ ~ lQ~ D Q L..::::. @ @ CO '-=-c= 
134 1/4.2 I /50 -' /58 I /6.6 I /7.4 I /8.2 I /90 I /98 I 
~8 W6 64 m2 gO g8 $6 ~4 ro2 
Enerqy absorbed, ft. -lb . 
FIG URE 1O.-Distribll t ion of Cbarpy specimens accord ing to energy absorbed at 
-780 C. Special notch; no embr ittlemeut was found to occur as a resul t of stressing 
alloy 25ST for various numbers of cycles in tbe stress range 3,600 10 38,200 pounds 
per square inch in tension; impact specimen s of the type shown in figures 3(a) and 
3(c) were uRed; each square represents one test. 
per square inch , all of which wa in tension . Charpy 
impact tests were made at room temperature. 
28 ,000 cycles in a 34,600 pounds per squ are inch 
r ange. The Charpy tests were made at - 78° C. 
Various numbers of cycles (192,000 to 276 ,000 ) 
causing fa tigue failure in a stres range of 34,600 
pound per qu are inch . Charpy impact tes ts were 
made a t - 7 ° 
II. X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS OF 25S ALU-
MINUM ALLOY BEFORE AND AFTER FATIGUE 
STRESSING 
The great advantage of a nonde tructive test for 
determining the extent to which metals may have been 
damaged by fatigue scarcely need explanation. In 
addition to pos essing the advantage of not injuring the 
met al t e ted, the X-ray method can be applied to small 
areas on th e surface of fatigue pecimen or tructures 
under investigation. I t is well known that severe 
fatigue damage is u ually high ly localized and that the 
geometric forms of the specimens and th e method of 
stI.es application fre uently induce the beginning of 
the fatigue crack in or near the surface at locations of 
relatIvely high tress concentration. 
The succes ful application of X-ray diffraction to 
the study of metals that may have been damaged by 
fatigue stre ing depends on whether or not the changes 
detectable by X-ray diffraction are the significant one 
in fatigue. The question of whether or not the X-ray 
diffraction method may be of use for the purpose i 
still controversial, and the correct t e ting procedure is 
by no means tandardized. The aim in such studies, 
of course, ha not been to detect actual cracks, for which 
other methods of inspection are in common use, but to 
tell whether or not the formation of a crack is imminent . 
The essential det ails of what happen in the early 
stages of a fa tigue failure, before a crack has been started, 
are obscure; hence, X -ray diffraction studies are as 
yet empirical as far a correlation with fatigue is con-
cern ed. It is important to interpret correctly the 
-
~ As r eceived 
Iril After /44.000 ~cycles. unbroken 
FIG URE H.-Distribut ion of Charpy type specimens according to energy absorbed 
at -7 0 C. Standard notch; no embri ttlement was found to occur as a result of 
st ressing alloy 25S T for 14-1.000 cycles of stress in the range 3,1\00 to 38,200 pounds 
per square inch in tension. 
changes in diffraction pattern in terms of cry t al 
structure in order to learn th e limitations and the 
possibilities of the method. 
According to publi hed results, changes in an X-ray 
diffraction pattern occurring a are ult of fatigue stress-
ing may all be attributed to a condition of cold working 
in the metal. The various effect of cold working on 
metallic cryst als have been classified (references 10 
and ll ), together with the changes in X -ray pattern 
associated with them, as follows: Block dislocation 
with negligible lattice di tortion, extended block di -
location, lattice di tortion , and preferred orientation . 
It should be understood that all these effect accompany 
the break-down of metallic cry tals by cold work and 
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are expected to occur imultaneo ll ly to varying degree. 
Block di location with negligible lattice distortion 
connote the fragmentation of cry tal into malleI' 
UJli t or block that t ilt sligh tly with respect to the 
orientat ion o[ the parent grain . The diffraction pat-
te rn obtained with monochromati c radiation how the 
diffract ion pot of the original grain meared alonO' 
the il'cumfel'ence of the diffraction (D ebye) rings to 
which they beloll O'. 0 radial widening of the ring 
occur . Co ntinuou radiat ion O'ive a diffraction pat-
te rn characterized by radial asteri m that varie with 
the X-fay method u ed . 
Extreme amounts of cold work may re ult in con-
t inued fra gmentation and extended di location of the 
crystal. The diffraction spot of the parent tructllre 
are then indi tingui hable. 'With monochromati c radi-
ation a continuous difl'ract ion (Debye) ring i formed 
and the smaller the cry talli tos fll'O , the wid er and more 
diffll e is the diffraction ring lip to a cer tain limi t. 
Con tinuou radiation produce a general fo O'ginO' of the 
Iia'raction pattern. 
Ela~ i <:l deformat io!:l )l'oduce changes in the lattice 
c n tan t. The changes vary from grain to grain in a 
polycrystalline material , and ev n in a single crystal a 
given lattice spacing may vary from point to point. 
Elastic bending cannot occur without producing ome 
la ttice ]i tortion (reference 11 ); the re ulting cllnTed 
reflect ing cry tal plane yield qualitatively the arne 
difhaction effects a the mall di locations described. 
Preferred orientation re ult from a relatiyely high 
degree of cold working and occurs by readj ustment of 
cry talline fragment in certain preferred d irect ion 
that depend on the cry talline habit of the parent 
ry tal and the mode of tre s application cau ing 
fragmentation. The preferred orientation en ountered 
in cold-rolled heet ordinarily require a fairly high 
degree of general pIa tic deformation of the metal 
beJol' it pre ence can be hown by X-ray diffraction 
pattern . 
orne of the recent studie by X-ray method (refer-
ences 12, 13, and 14) of fatigue damage have been 
accompli hed by 10ckin O' the te t pecimen in the same 
position for each e:.."])o ure to X -ray and ob erving the 
change in individual diffraction spot from time to 
time afte r increa ing n umbers of stre s cycle. Very 
considerable difficulty of reprodu cing exactly the same 
y tem of spots is encoun tered. 
A number of the earlier attempts at correlating 
cba.nge in X-ray diffraction patterns with the progre s 
of fatigue ha\Te been reviewed and summarized by 
Barrett (reference 15). R ecently Gough and Wood 
(1' [erence 16) a ociate 1 change in X-ray pattern 
witII (a) di location of the grain in to compon ents that 
vary in tilt up to 2° from the orientation of the parent 
grain ; (b) the formation of crystallites or fragments 
approximately 10- 4 to 10- 5 centimeters in diameter ; and 
(c) th e pre ence of lattice distortion. 
137761-39-2 
Gough and Wood found progre ive change in the 
diffraction pattern obtaine 1 from specimen of nor-
malized 0 .12 perc nt carbon steel subj ected to rep ated 
stresses in the unsafe range. orne of the specimen 
were subj ected to a.1ternatin o· to)' ion and other to altcr-
nating axial ten ile tress. 
Erich Martin (refere11 e 17) found that change in 
X-ray pattern during repeated stre depend on the 
previous condi tion of the metal. For instance, a cold-
worked teel con taining 0.17 percent C, 0.71 P l'cen t 
i, and 0.90 percent l1n gaye a back refl ection D eby 
diffraction ring in which the K al and Ka2 doublet was 
not resolved. After 1,000 repeated impact in an un a f e 
raJlO'e, the pecimen showed the doublet nicely resolved, 
whereas th e initially blurred doublet from a hea t-treated 
rimming teel remain ed blurrcd after similar repeated 
jmpact. T ests by Gough (reference 1 ), however, in-
dicated tLat re olution of the rca doublet doe not al-
way 0 cur a a re ult of fatigue tressing cold-worked 
teel. For in tance, in the case of a cold-rolled lo\\'-
carbon teel, the diffraction pattern howed a uni-
form diffuse diffraction ring b fore and after repeated 
tres ing. 
Wever and Moiler (reference 13) decided that th ere 
is too mu ch variation from place to place on a fatigue 
pecimen to make X-ray pattern s taken at random 
po itions depenclable criterion of damage. Accord-
ingly, tbey followed the practice of etching a small po t 
to localize the fatigue failure. In addition , tbe specimen 
was always locked in the arne position with re pect 
to the beam and the film 0 that the etched pot wa 
alway irradiated. The same diffraction pot could 
then be studied on each of a serie of films. 'IiV' ever 
an 1 Moller believed tha t a re and unsafe stre s could be 
differentiated in thi way, although the qu e tion of 
whether the dividing line was indicated with high 
accuracy wa still unsettled . They empha ized again 
the need for a progre ive tudy of each pecimen . 
Barrett (reference 19) disaO'reed, however , with \ilTever 
and M oller on tbeir ability to foretell fatigue failure 
from X-ray data. 
Later Wever, H empel, and :M611er (referen e 14) 
confirmed the previous work of lilT ever and 1/foller on 
annealed steel and concluded that fatigue damage 
could a1 0 be detected i.n the ase of cold-worked teel. 
They depended on th progre sive study of diffraction 
pots for stresses above the fatigue limit. Moller and 
H empel (reference 12) published a detailed account of 
th ir examination of annealed low-carbon steel fatigue 
pecimen and, al though the test eem to indicate that 
plastic deformation i the condition to which X-ray 
patterns are sen itive, M oller and H empel believed 
that the observed chan O'e could differentiate between 
safe and unsafe stresse . 
All the pu blisbecl work to date indica te that no 
ingle X-ray examin ation is ufficient to how whether 
or not a specimen or a ervice member ho, been dam- I 
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aged by prior fatigue stres ing. In fact, it would 
appear that more than two such examinations are 
nece o.ry. A comparison mu t be made from time to 
time with previou photograms; even then the possi-
bility of howing fatigue damage has not been demon-
trated except for a very few metal and no demon-
stration in the cas of a service member was found in 
I ,~he literature. 
'--) MATERIAL. TESTS, AND RESULTS 
In view of the incompleteness of Barrett's work on the 
aluminum alloy 25ST, attempts were made to find evi -
dence of damage to this material after it had been sub-
jected to fatigue stre for various period. The fir t 
specimens were cut from an airplane propeller of 25ST 
alloy, which was re-heat-treated to th 25SVV condition . 
A composition typical of this alloy has been given in 
Par t I of thi report. Material in the W, or quench ed, 
condi tion was first selccted becau e of the lower stre 
neces ary to produ ce plastic deformation in such 
material. The surface of the reduced ection of a 
Krou e fatigue specimen , which is of the cantilever 
type, 2 inche long and 0.25 inch in diameter with a 
central section reduced to 0.185 inch in diameter, wa 
etched to a depth of about 0.002 inch . The specimen 
'was keyed in uch a position that the same spot could 
be used for each ucce ive photogro.m. An X-ray 
beam, iron Kc.. radiation , was directed at the sp cimen at 
grazing incidence and the diffraction patterns shown in 
figure 12 (a) to 12 (e) were obtaine 1. The diffraction 
patterns obtained are therefore repre entative of tbe 
arne pecimen in the course of a eries of fatigue- tress 
applications. Figure 12 shows the photogram after 
each treatment as follow : 
(a) Before being fatigue-stre ed . 
(b) ± 12,000 lb ./sq. in. for 1l.9 X 106 cycle. 
(c) ± 14,500 lb. /sq . in. for 1. X 106 cycles. 
Cd) ± 16,000 lb. / q. in. for 1.5 X 106 cycles. 
(e) ± 17,000 Ib. /sq. in. for 1.4 X 10s cycles, plu 
.7 X 10s cycle a t ± 1 ,000 lb ./sq. in. 
I O changes of lmown significance in the diffnLCtion 
pattern after stressing at succes ively increasing ampli-
tudes are apparent. After additional stres ing at 
± 1 ,000 pound per square inch nominal stre ampli-
tude, the specimen wa broken. 
Further studies were made with the Haigh aA'ial-load-
ing fatigue machine on specimens cut from 1 ~{6 -inch 
rod of the fully heat-treated aluminum alloy 25 ST, but 
no progre ive change in the X-ray diffraction patterns 
that can be considered a ignificant for foretelling 
failure in a fatigued member have been found. The 
grain size of the material wa mall enough to produce 
a large number of pots on the diffraction pattern so 
that one difficulty encountered by Barrett (reference 16) 
wbile studying this alloy, namely, that of too few spo ts, 
was not a considera tion. 
The specimens were carefully machined with a 
narrow-nosed sharp tool, finishing with four or five cu ts 
0.0025 inch deep , followed by two cu t 0.001 inch deep. 
The reduced sec tion and fillets were then poli hed longi-
tudinally with 1G emery paper and aloxite. Four trial 
specimens were etchcd to various depths and examined 
to determine if the X - ray pattern were influenced by 
the poli hing procc . Molybdenum radiation and a 
collimating system con isting of two hole in lead, one 
millimeter in diameter and 5. centimeters apar t, were 
used tlU'oughout. The group of diffraction pattern jn 
figure 13 (a) to 13 (d) are in order of the depth to which 
the surfaces of four specimen were etched: 0, 0.0005, 
0.0025, and 0.0075 inch , 1'e pectively . It will be noted 
that the spot ar equally shitrp in all cases . It wa 
concluded that etching wa unnecessary. 
The next step was a progressive tudy of a l aigh bar 
fatigue-stressed in a ten ile range sufficient to cau e 
failure, as follows: 
Speci· 
men 
4H4A 
Date 
stressed 
St ress ran ge 4,200 to 3i,6CO lb ./sq. in. tension 
Cycles Date or Figure 
X·ray 
---1---------------------
2/7:J/3 
4/29/38 
5126/38 
288,000 ___________ .... _ .... __ .. ________________ . 4/27/38 
"/?S/38 38,000 add itionaL __ ._. ________________ .. ___ ... 4/29/38 
79 ,200 additional (Iailed). _____ . ___ ._ _ _ __ __ ____ _ 6/2/38 
14 (a) 
14 (b) 
14 (c) 
14 (d) 
Figure 14 Cb), (c), and Cd) were all obtained n the 
pecin1en after locking it in a po ition so that approx-
imately the ame area wa repeatedly exposed to the 
beam, although the ettings were not accurate enough 
to give exactly the same diffraction spot pattern each 
time. It was concluded, however, that the general 
nature of the cliffra tion pattern remajncd unchanged 
during the period jn which the pecimen wa subj ected 
to fatigue s tre iug. The fact that crystal fragmen-
tation or di location occurred close to the crack may be 
seen by the drop in intensi ty of the hjgher-order reHec-
tions in fio-tue 14 (e). A sligh t diminution in relative 
jntensity of the outer rings with re pect to the inner 
ones eems to have occurred in figure 14 Cd). Figure 
14 (e) shows a somewhat greater loss in intensity in the 
outer rings. The ignifi cance of this result is somewhat 
doubtful in the absence of confirmatory evidence. 
A imilar resul t was obtained on Haigh pecimen 
C3H5B) tres eel in tension from 0 to 33,400 Ib. /sq. in . 
The record follows: 
Date ,tressed 
\------- ._------------
516/38 ____ • ____ ...... _ .. _._ ... ___ .... ___ ... 1 516/3 
Notstressed _. __ ___ . __ ._.. ----------.--- ________ ._1 5/2/3 
5/26/3 ___ ______ . __ .. ______ .. _._ .. _____ .. __ 36,000 6/9/3 
Remarks I 
No Chanfe.1 Do. 
(a) Before being fatigue-stressed, etched to 0.002 in (b) After 11.9X IO' cycles at ±12,OOO lb./sq. in. (c) After 1.8X l0' additional cycles at ±14.500 lb./sq. in. 
(d) After 1.5XlO' additional cycles at ±lG,OOO Ib./sq. in. (e) After lAXlil' additional Cycles at ±17,OOO Ib./sq. in. plus 
8.7Xlil' cycles at ±18,OOO lb./sq. in. 
F,GU RE 12.-Grazing incidence patterns made by reflections of iron radiation from tbe same spot on au etched fatigue specimen of 25SW after successive trea tments. No extended crystal fragmentation is indicated 
aILhougb the continuous portion of some of tbe riugs in (e) sbow a suggestion of a slight increase iu intensity. 
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13 (al 
13(b) 
13(c) 
(a) 0 inch. (b) 0.005 inch. lC) 0.0025 inch. (d) 0.0075 inch. 
FIGURE 13.-DifTrartion patterns sbowing eq ual sharpness of spots after polishing on aloxile paper and etching to "srious depths 
(a) and (b) Taken at the end of 288,000 cycles, di fTereut areas being exposed to the X·ray beam. 
(e) After 36,000 additional cyclc on the same pot as (b). 
(d) Tbe same spot after 79,200 ad ditional cycles, resulting in fati~ue fai lure. The crack formed everal centimetcrs from the X-rayed spot . 
(e) Difl"raction pattern at the fatigue crack after failure. The spot exposed to the X-ray beam was near the origin of the crack_ 
F IGURE I·i.- Progressive X-ray study during the last stages of fatigue of alloy 25ST st ressed in the range 4,200 to 37,600 pou nds per square inrh in tension by the 
Haigb metbod. 
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Likewise, anoth er H aigh pecimen (3H 2A) stres eel 
l' peatedly in tension from 3,600 to 3 ,200 pound per 
quare inch bowed no gen ral ch anges to h ave occurred 
between the 144,000 cycle and the 1 0,000 cycle. All 
three o[ the e pecimen were tre sed in the unsafe 
r ano·c. 
inco con id erable time had clap cd in som e ca e~ 
between the end of the period of stre ino' and the ex-
po m'e Lo tb e X-rays, a check wa m ade on tb po si-
bili ty of an obscuring effect by recovery at room tem-
perature. 0 effect sugge tive of a r ecovery in the 
previoll te ts wa found , however, in m aterial tre sed 
1 cycle between ° and 30,000 pound pel' quare inch or 
beLween 0 and 26,000 pound pc]' sq uare inch in ten ion . 
The e condi tion were fil' t noticed during the exami-
n ation of an airplane propell er blade m ade of th alumi-
num alloy 25ST that had failed in service. The sam e 
tl'uctural fea ture. were s ubsequently detected in other 
propeller blades. Al though there wa no a priori 
rea on for regarding the m a terial with u pi.cion be-
cause of the pre ence of these feature , their discovery in 
a tructural m ember that had fail ed in service pl'Ompteu 
a t uci y of their origin and probable ignifica nce. 
SLIP-PLANE PRECIPITATIO T 
The usual appearan ce of the condition of lip-plan 
precipi tation , as found in pecimens cut from a propeller 
blael of the 25 T aluminum alloy , is shown by figures 
F WU HE l5.-Slip-plane precipitation ill n propeller blade of Lhe a luminum alloy F lOUR!; 16.- lip-plane precipitation in 11 propeller blade of the aluminulll a lloy 
25 "1'. '1'bc fact Lbatthe criss-cross lines change direction at grain bouudaries proves 25S'1'. T ile offsetting of the li lles in some locali ties suggests shearing in the di rec-
that the markings are not scratches. X 100. lion of lines crossing the offset one'. 
Expo ures of 9 h our were u ed and aboll t 1 11 0m 
elap ed between tres ing and the beginning of the fir t 
exposure. 
CO CLUSIONS 
The re ults of the foregoing s tudie on the aluminum 
alloy 25 failed to how any difference in t he X-ray 
diITraction pa tterns that co uld b con id ered igniflcan t 
of structural cbange re ulting [rom prior fatigue 
stressing of the alloy. 
III. SLIP-PLANE PRECIPITATION AND VEINING 
IN 25S ALUMIN M ALLOY BEFORE AND AFTER 
FATIG UE STRESSING 
The terms "slip-plan precipitation" and "veining" 
apply to quite unrelated structural conditions . The 
appropriateness of the 0 de ignation , e pecially the 
firs t one, will appear as the resul t of the work arc 
de cl'ibed. 
15 find 16. M any of the indi vjdu al grajn al' cri 's-
ero ed by inter ectinO' groups 0 1' familie of p arallel 
line. Any doub t a to the confu ion of the e line wi th 
cratche produced. in poli hino' the m etallographi ' 
pecimen is r emoyed by noting the abrup t cha nge in 
direc tion of the line from one grain to another. The 
fac t tha t the individu al line are not con tinuou but 
Lh a t ea hone consi t of a serie ' of discrete particle is 
revealed by th e serie of micrograph a t uccossively 
increasing m agnification shown in figure 17 (a) to 
17 ( l). 
The hardening, by heat tr eatment, of the aluminum 
copper alloys, of which the 25 alloy i repre en tative, 
consi ts of three tep . The fir t i a solu tion trea tmen t 
during which the alloy i heated to a temperature 
ufficiently high to permit the diffusion in to olid 
olution of the variolls tl'uctural con tituents of the 
alloy; this treatmen t i immediately followed by quench-
ing in wa ter to retain this s tr Llc tural condi tion at ordi-
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(a) X 100. (b) X 500. 
(e) X 1,000. (d) X 4,000. 
F IGURE H.- Slip·plane preCipitation at the same location on a polisbed and etcbed surface of aluminum alloy 25 'r a t diUerent magni fi ca tions. The lines of (a) 
are resolved at higher magnifications into rows of panicles. E tchant, Y2 percent UF. 
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n ary temperature. The third step in treatment, aging 
or reheating at a sligh tly elevated temperature or simple 
aging at room temperature in case of a few alloy , per-
mit the precipi tation of the exee of the con tituen ts 
held in oliel olu tion in the matrix of the unstable or 
q uenched alloy in the form of tiny par ticle eli pOl·sed 
throughout the matrix of the all y (reference 20). 
(D etail of the heat treatment of the 25S alloy are given 
in Part I of thi report. ) Fink and Smith (reference 
21) bav shown that indication of the precipitation 
in the aluminum-copper alloys may be detected after 
a li ttle as one-h alf hour of aging time followin g the 
olu tion tr atment and that the par ticle size increa c 
as the time of aging i extend ed. The 258 alloy is 
es en tially an aluminum-copper alloy, as is shown by 
the table on page 2. 
The cry tal lattice of Lbe 25 Rlloy behaves during 
pIa tic deformation in the ame manner as any other 
face-centered.cubic lattice, that is, deformation occur 
by lippage on octahedral plane. The micrograph 
given in figure 17 indicate that the term "slip-plane 
precipitation" correctly I cribes the phenomenon. 
Ob ervations by Wa ermann (reference 22) on a 
similar condi tion in the t rLlcture of an alUIninum-
copper alloy are in confi lmation of those reported here. 
A fur ther step in t he s tudy of slip-plane precipi ta-
tion con is ted in the id en tification of he crystal plane 
on which the precipitated pha e wa 10calizecU This 
identification was done on ome of the large crysta ls 
found in a ection of a pl"Opeller blade. Fig ure 1 , a 
micrograph of one of these cry tal , show the direction 
of t Il e lip-plane precipitation. The directions were 
mea urecl wi. th respect to reference scratches drawn on 
the poE hed urface. The crysta l orientation wa de-
termin ed in the u ual way from the X-ray diffraction 
pattern obtained by the b iLc k-refl ection method. 
tereogl'aphi c projection (reference 23) of the octahed-
ral plane are repre en ted by mall circle called poles 
in figure 19. The loci of normals to the row of pre-
cipi tated particles of figure] are projected as s traicrht 
lines in figure 19. Tbe e lines were prepared in their 
proper relation to the rererence cratcbe and the pol-
i bed pJ ane of the pecimen. In all the cases examin d 
the octahedral poles fell on th normal to tbe lip lines. 
Thi re ul t means that t he octahedral plane were in 
SL1ch a position that their trace io the plane of polish 
coincid ·d with all the directions taken by the rows of 
precipitated particle. No other sincrle family of poles 
of imple indices would aCCOLII1 t for all the lip-line 
direction. Confirmatory evidence that only the 
, The ml ua ble assista ace of n . C. Vacher, Meta llurgist, National Bureau of Stand· 
ards, is acknowledged ia this phase of the work. 
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octahedral planes of the crystals are concern ed in this 
structural change is obtained by counting the number 
of direction of the 0 b erved slip lines. If tbe e line 
FI GURE 19.-A stereograpi1ic projection o[ octahed ral poles, A, B, C, and D, as 
determined [rom a back· reflection din-raction pattem o[ th 25 T crysta l shown in 
fi gure IS. The straight lines arc projections or the loci o[ norma ls to the observed sli p 
lines. All the obsen'ed slip lines can thus be accou nted [or by glide on three o[ the 
[our octahed ral planes, <1>,=4 ° to 51)1°; <1.>,=58)1° to 62'. 'rhe a n~les between the 
normals to lhe "arious octa bedra l planes and the nor maJ to Lhe surface of polish a rc: 
9A =37°; 90=87)1°; 9 c=S7)1°; 9D =34°. 
are the traces of only octahedral planes, then four is the 
maxrimum possible number of dire tions that may be 
marked out by the precipitated particles in any plane 
FIG UIlE 20.-Slip-plane precipitation in the heat-treated alumi num a lloy 2581'. X 
200. Note (our fami lies of lines in one grain; t.he ma.ximum possible DU111ber if slip· 
plane precipitation is confin ed to octahed ral planes. 
of polish. The ob ervation arc in agreement with this 
rule. Figure 20 depict a grain howing four families 
of slip planes and figure 21 is its s tereographic repre-
sentation. Fewer direc tions than fOLlr are u ually ob-
served but no more than four were found in thi. in-
ve tigation . 
PRODUCTION AND ELIMINATIO OF LIP-PLAN E 
PRECIPIT A TIO 
A question that immediately arise concerning the 
tructural condition is wh ether tllis change from the 
normal tructure occurred during en rice, presumably 
as a result of service stresses, and whether tbe condition 
i detrimental to th e material , partirularly its re ist-
ance to fatigue stresses . In a tucl y of the fatigue char-
acteris tics of telephone-cable heath, T ownsend (ref-
erence 24 ) conclude l that structural ckmges occurred 
in an timony -lead alloy as a l'e ult oj the s rvice conditions, 
primarily of the tl'e se and that these changes had 
an important bearing on the subseq uen t beh avior of 
the material as a wh ole. In that case, the change, 
which consi ted e en tiany of the pre6pitation from 
solid solution of th e antimony, \'las confined principally 
F,GURE 21.- A slereographic projecLion o[ octahedral poles, A, B, C. and D, o[ lhe 
aluminum lattice ill a possible posi tion sli ch that. each slip line of fi gure 20 is ac-
counted [or by glide on octabed ral planes. The st raight li nes are projections o[ the 
loci o[ norm als to the obsen'ed traces o[ slip planes and, as in figure 19, the maximulll 
variation in direction among memhers of each set. of slip lines is indicated Oll t.he 
drawi ng. The angles between the normals to the va rious ocla hed ral planes and 
Lhe norma l to the surface o[ polish are: OA=700; 9B=4lo; Oc = 43°; 00= 70°. 
to th e reo'ions of the grain boundaries. The po 1-
bility of a similar 0 curren ce in other (' a e, Hch as the 
pre ent one, with the precipitated pha located on cer-
tain favored crystallographic plane, should not be 
overlooked. 
In addi tion to an estimation of the probability of n. 
damaginO" condition arising from the pI' ence of lip-
plane precipita tion in tbe 25 T alloy, it is also desirable 
to know the circumstances und er which thi condition 
may and may not be produced . 
EFFECT OF SERVI CE STRES. E OK THE PROPERTIES OF 25S ALUMIK MALLOY 15 
In the numerous attempts made, it was found impo -
sible to produce slip-plane precipitation in either 25SVV 
or 258T alloy in quanti tie visible in the microscope, 
by merely deforming the material, eith er ela tically OJ' 
plastically. F atierue stres es of various kinds have 
also been tried and negative result obtained. Also 
all attempts to produce slip-plane precipita tion in fu lly 
(a) X 100. 
(c) X 1,000. 
and then aging it at elevated temperatures, ome of the 
modes of deformation being: 
(a) Compressive deformation under a Brin ell ball, 
U11cler a forging pre s, and under a forging bammer . 
(b) 810w tensile deformation . Figure 23 hows a 
photograph of slip-plane precipitation on a longitudinal 
ectio]] develop d by stretching a tensile specinlen of 
(b) X 500. 
(d) X 2,000. 
FIGURE 22.- The sa me location of a polished and etched surface of aluminul11 alloy 25. at different magnifi cations. All the micrographs were taken at the end of a 
seq uence of treatment consisting in a slow cooliLl g from 5250 • to rOOI11 temperature, plast ic bending, and beating for I hours at .1430 C. in air. Note that the precipitated 
particles are not arranged in rows as in fi gure 17. Presumably the failure to produce the familiar slip·plane precipitation is explained by the fact that insuffi cient quan· 
tities of material rema ined in solid solution after the annealing process to permit further precipitation on slip planes. 
annealed 258 alloy by deforming it in various way and 
by subsequ ent aging for various periods at 143 0 C. 
failed to develop this tructural condition . Figure 22 
show the appearance of 25 alloy annealed , bent, and 
aged 18 hours at 143 0 C. It is evident that, although 
precipitation from the matrL,{ of microstructural par-
ticles occurred pre umably during the annealing proc-
ess, no tendency toward localized precipitation on slip 
planes of the crys tal was observed. 
No slip-plane precipitation was found in any peci-
men of 25 alloy in the quenched condition . Thi 
tructural feature was pro luce 1 in the alloy, however , 
by deforming the quenched material in variou wa 
quenched 25S alloy then aering at 143 0 C. for 17 hours. 
Th e slip line are fairly straight. 
Cc) Impact by the Charpy and the ten ile impac t 
methods. Figure 24 is a pho tograph of a longitudinal 
section of a broken tensile impact specimen subse-
quently aged at 143 0 C. for 17 hours. The slip lines 
are crooked in thi ca e. 
Cd) PIa tic bending, one side of the specimen being 
in compression and the opposite in ten ion. A curious 
property of this type of deformation is the great differ-
ence of abLmdance of slip-plan e precipitation iOlll1d in 
variou parts of specimens . Figure 25 shows a macro-
graph of two bars of 258 alloy, both of which were bent 
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FIGl' IlE 23.- lip-plane preci pitation developed by slow tensile deformation of 
a specimen of the quenched aluminum alloy 25 \V followed by aging at 1430 
. for Ii hours. X ]00. 
A B 
FI GU RE 24.- li p-plane precipitation resulting from deformat ion of a specimen 
of the quenched aluminum alloy 23SW in tensile impact followed by aging at 
1430 C. for 17 hours_ X \00 . 
been mechanically deformed. Figure 20 illus-
trates the condition found ncar one corner of 
a rectangular block quenched and age-hardened 
without an mechanical working. It i not 
to be concluded, however, that ab olutely no 
pIa tic deformation occurred becau e it has 
been shown by Kempf, Hopkins, and Ivan 0 
(reference 25 ) that the quenching proce leaye 
re idual tre ses . These stre es may approa h 
the yield point of the material for extreme 
quenchinO" c ndition . 
FJG CHE 25.- !\l acrogrs l h of sections of specimens of the aluminum alloy 25 berll while ill 
the quenched condition. A, as quenched; D, aged after quellching. X 1. Note the cnn' ed 
light streak in the center of B marking the region of greatest density of slip-plane precipitation. 
A showed no slip-plane precipitation and etched more uniforml y. 
Perhap the most important of all the 
observations on the production of lip-plane 
precipitation are tho e made on fatiO"ue speci-
mens of the quenched alloy 25 Wand of 
cold while in the quenched condi tion. Bar B was ub-
sequently age-hardened wherea A was n t. The ,,-hite 
streak along the neutral axis of B marks the reO"ion of 
greatest abundance of slip-plane precipitation and the 
zone widens in the p rtion of th specimen least 
deformed . 0 lip-plane precipi tation was found in A. 
Th e 1.ll1iform etching of the pecimen in thi case IS 
noteworthy. 
(e) FatiO"lle failure. One end of a failed fatigue 
pecimen, after fracture, wa split longitudinally 
perpendicular to the fatigue fracture. Figures 26 and 
27 how the pair of "imaO"ed" urfac thus obtained. 
The portion aged at elevated temperatllr , after being 
frac t ured by fatigue stressing, show lip-plane precipi-
tation \\-herea the imaged portion wa practically free 
from it. 
It i not alway nece sary to deform pIa tic ally the 
quenched 25S alloy by mechanical mean in order to 
produce lip-plane precipitation. Quenching and age-
hardening, in themselves, are sometime ufficient, 
although the amount or lip-plane precipitation obtained 
is ordinarily much Ie s than if the quenched alloy has 
the quenched-and-ag d alloy 25 T . The re ult of the 
observation, tated briefly, are: 
No slip-plane precipitation was found in any fatigued 
pecimen or quenched25S alloy, stressed or not tre e l , 
until after an aging treatment at elevated t mperatur 
Fatigue tressing followed by aging, however, did not 
invariably result in lip-plane precipitation in the 
quenched alloy 25SvV. Rotating-beam specimens of 
quenched 25 alloy stre ed in fatigue, but not to 
complete failure, at vari u amplitude from ± 14,000 
to ±20,OOO pound pel' quare inch howed no lip-
plane precipitation even after aging at 143 0 . to 146 0 
_ for 1 hour. Aging, at 165 0 . to 171 0 . for 16 
hour, of pecimen tre ed aboye and below the fatigu e 
limit, did produce ome lip-plane precipi tation, but 
no pecial importance could be attached to thi re ult 
since un tre sed control pecimens cut from the mate-
rial adjacent to the fatigue specin1en al 0 developed 
slip-plane precipitation when aged undrr imilar 
conditions. 
pecimen of quenched-and-aged alloy 25 T , tressed 
in the Haigh axial-loading fatigue machine for 25,000,-
EFFECT OF ERVICE TRE8 E8 ON THE PROPERTIE OF 258 ALUMINUM ALLOY 17 
000 cy les in the range from 2, 50 pounds per square 
inch in compre ion to 10,150 pounds per square inch 
in tension were not visibly different in tructure from 
companion, unstressed material in respect to the 
amo unts of slip-plane precipitation developed by equal 
aging treatment . Figure 2 (a) to 2 (f) show the 
cIo e parallelism between the unstressed and tres ed 
material as aging proceed 
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l ? ,GUHE 26.- Slip-plane precipitation in the plastically deformed portion of a Moore 
rotating-beam fatigue specimen. 'I' he 258 specimen was broken by repeated stress 
while in the Quenched condition. The portion adjacent to the (racture was split 
longitudi nally; one portion was aged 6 hOllrs at 1450 C. and used for this figure; 
the other portio!] was used for fi gure 27. X 100. 
PRACTICAL SIGNIFICA CE OF 8L1P· PLA TE 
PRECIPITATION 
Of mo t importance in connection with determining 
the practical significance of slip-plane precipi tation is 
it relation to fatigue 1'e i tance, e pecially as to whether 
i t is an indication of wealme in fatigue. 
It, was found that 25 T propeller-blade material 
could be requenched and aged according to standard 
commercial practice with only a light decrease in 
Vicker hardness number. After this reheat treatment, 
tbe material contained only comparatively mall 
amount of lip-plan precipitation, as is shown by 
fi O" uTes 29 and 30. The results of determinations of 
the fatigue trength of the alloy a received and of the 
;'equenchecl-and-agecl material revealed no marked 
difference between the two but rather a slight uperior-
ity, if anything, in favor of tbe material containing 
much lip-plane precipitation. Figure 31 shows the 
results obtained for the e two materials, all the fatigue 
te ts having been made on the arne Krou e cantilever 
ro tating-beam machine. The fatigue limit based on 
10 cycles of stress without failme, were ± 1 ,500 and 
± 19,000 pounds per quare inch for the requenched-
and-aged alloy and for the as-received material, respec-
tively. It, is therefore evident that, al though slip-
plane precipitation occur in the quenched alloy 25 W, 
only as a result of deformation followed by aging, the 
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FIGU RE 27.- This surface has been separated [rom the one sbown in fi gure 26 by a 
longitudinal cut. The portion shown here was not aged at an elevated tempera, 
ture. No slip-plane precipitation is in ev idence although plastic deformation 
was present to about the sa me degree as in the portion shown in figure 26. X 100. 
exi tence of thi structural condition in the material 
doe not consti tute a dependable criterion of prior 
fatigue tressing. Material that had been intentionally 
subj ected to fatigue tre ing often did not exbibi t 
thi tructural condition on being aged after being 
tressed. 
VEl ING 
A network structure termed "veining" that occur 
within cry tals i prevalent in service structure of the 
quenched-and-aged alloy 25 T and, although there i 
no a priori reason to be uspiciou of it, a study was 
made to show whetber or not this phenomenon can 
be u ed as an indication of damage by fatigue tr e iog. 
Experiment showed that quenching and aging are 
the important factors nece sary in ca ll ing its extinction 
and recurrence, respectively . The following cbaracter-
i tic of veining were tho e to which attention was 
directed in making the observations and experiments. 
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(b) F atigued, 25,000,000 stress cycles, aod aged as in (a) . (d) Fatigued , 25,000,000 st ress cycles and aged as in (c). 
(e) Not stressed in fRtigue, aged 4 hours at 
1590 C. 
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FIGU RE 28.-'rhe close parallelism in the development of sli p-plane precipitation in specimens of tbe full y heat-treated alnminum alloy 258'1' as recei\'ed from the maker a nd a fler fatigue stressi ng, 25,000,000 cycles of ax ial loael-
ing in tbe ran!(c from -2,850 to 10.150 pounds per square inch. X 100. 
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FIOURE 29.-A section through a 25ST aluminum aJloy propeJler blade after quenching and aging to produce nominal fuJI hardness. Note the absence of slip-plane precipitation. X 100. 
FIGURE 30.-A section tbrough tbe same propeller blade sbo\\'n in figure 29, as received. Mucb more slip-plaue precipitation is in ev idence than in the quenched and age-bardened samole shown in 
figure 29. X 100. 
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The vein are continuou and give the impres ion of 
being cell wall. Figure 32 (a) and (d) show typical 
examples. 
If the veining is an indication of subdivision into 
sub grain , it i evid ent that the orientation i essen-
t ially the ame throughout the limit of the mother 
grain. Figure 32 (c) how lip plane cros ing the 
vein and apparently not deviated by them. 
Veining is elimin ated , in ofar as it visibility is 
conce1'l1ed, by the olu tion heat treatment. Figure 
32 (b) how approximately the same region as figure 32 
(a) after heating at 5210 . and quenching in cold water. 
Veining can be uppresaed and restored repeatedly 
by alternately quenching and aging, which i Ul g neral 
0 Remo ved unbroken © Failed in 
Much slip-plan e precipitati on 
as received. 
24 
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Cold plastic deformation of 25 aluminum alloy in the 
quenched condition in appropriate amount followed by 
aging at the temperature u ually employed, namely, 
about 143 0 . for 15 to 1 hour , produce copious 
amounts of lip-plane precipitation , bu t if the material io 
initially in the age-hardened condition , very little slip-
plane precipitation is obtained under like aging condi-
tions. D eformation without sub equent aging at 
elevated temperature produce no slip-plane precipita-
tion. 
mall amount of lip-plane precIpItation normally 
result from the equence of solution treatment and 
age-hardenu1g. R egions near the periphery, and e -
pecially the corners of angular speclinens where quench-
grips • Foiled in reduced section 
Ro lotlVely little slip-plane pre~itotlon, 
requenched and age . 
.- :© 
-
-
(b) 4 ¢o 
18 
10' 2 4 6 8 10' ex l O' 10' 4 6 8 10' 2x10· 
Cycl es o f stress 
(a) Mucb slip· plane precipitation. as received. (b) Relatively little slip·plane precipitation, requencbed and aged. 
FIG URE 3J.- Results of Krouse rota ting·beam cantilever fatigue tests on two sam ples of aluminum alloy 25ST, one containing much more slip·plane precip itation tban tbe 
otber, as shown in fi gures 2\l and 30. 
agreement with the findin g of Northcott (reference 26) 
in the ca e of other metals. A specimen cut from an 
aU'plane propeller blad e wa alternately quenched and 
aged. The treatment and result of the u1>sequent 
metallographic examinations are tabulated in table 
IV, the ob ervations being carried out in each ca e 
on the same grain . 
TABLE I V.- EFFECT OF HEAT TREATME T ON 
VEl ING IN THE ALUMINUM ALLOY, 25S 
'rreatment 
olu tio n beat t rea tment, ~u e nched in No veining. 
wate r from 5210 C. (9700 F .) . 
Structure 
Aged 6 hours a t 1450 C ._ _ ______ __ ___ Veining present, fi gure 32 (d ) . 
olu tion bea l tr ea tme nt . ______________ No veining, figure 32 (e) . 
Aged 6 hours at 1450 C ___ Vei ning present, fi gure ~2 (I). 
CO CLUSIO 
The general conclu ion of thi tudy of two tructural 
conditions ob erved in the 258 aluminum alloy are 
summarized a follow : 
The correctne of the term "slip-plane precipita-
tion" 11 a been establi hed. 
Service stresses are not re ponsible for slip-plane pre-
cipitation in 25 T propeller blades. 
Ulg strau1s are uppo edly greatest, are the region of 
greatest density of slip-plane precipitation. 
The u e of lip-plane precipitation as a reliable u1di-
cation of damage by fatigue stre is not promi ing 
because of the frequent pre ence of tbi tructural 
feature in 25 T tock who e fatigue re istance is 
lmown to be unlinpaired. 
The endurance limi t of the quenched-and-aged 
aluminum alloy 25 T , i not reduced by the pre ence of 
slip-plane precipitation in the amount ordinarily found 
in the material. 
The structural condition termed "veining" can be 
made to di appear and reappear repeatedly by alter-
nately subjecting the material to the olu tion heat 
treatment and to ag -hardening, without any further 
stress treatment; hence, it is linprobabl that veining 
can be u ed to betray damage in this alloy by fatigue 
tresses. 
-ATIONAL B UREAU OF TA DARDS 
WASHINGTON, D. ., October 1938. 
EFFECT OF SERVI CE STRESSES ON THE P ROPERTIES OF 25S ALU MINUM ALLOY 21 
(a) Veining in a specimen, as recei ved. X 500. 
(c) Showing botb sHp-plane precipitation and veining. No apparent deviation 
in Lhe direction of the slip lines occurs on crossing Lhe veills and indica tes 
that tho various subdivisions are in approximately Lhe sa me orientation 
tbrougbou t. X 200. 
(e) La rge dark grain free from veining. Same grain shown in (d) after a 
quench from 5250 C. fo llowed by a light polisb and etch. X 100. 
.. 
. ~ 
! 
. ~ 
(b) Approximately tbe same region as in (a), after solution beat treatment. X 500. 
(d) Veining in Quenched and agcd alloy. Note Lhe continuity of Lhe veins in 
contrast to the panicle nature of slip-plane precipitation. No veining was 
fouod in this specimen in the previous, or quenched, condition. Aging 
treatment, 6 hours at 1450 C. X 3,600. 
(I) Sa me grain as in (d) and (e) after hav ing been aged at 1460 C. for 6 hours, 
repolished. and etcbed. A very thin layer was removed by polisb so as 
to make identification of tbe grain certain. The veining is restored 
althougb it is noL so distinct as before. Even if the same system of veins 
bad been restored . the fact could not bave been asuel'Lained owin~ to tbe 
removal of the surface layers in polisbing. X 100. 
F IGURE 32.-Vetning and slip-plane precipitation in tbe beat-treated aluminum alloy 25S'1' as recei ved and after dift'erent treatments. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis 
Force (parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) bol symbol 
LongitudinaL ____ X X LateraL ________ _ y y 
NormaL ____ . _____ Z Z 
Absolute coefficien.ts of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om=qcs 
(rolling) (pitching) 
D, Diameter 
p, Geometric pitch 
p/D, Pitch ratio 
V' , Inflow velocity 
V" Slipstream velocity 
Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing ____ 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nentalong 
axis) 
--
Y~Z RolL ____ 4> u P 
Z~X Pitch ___ _ 8 v q 
X~Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
P, Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~lY' pn 
0., 
-VP Speed-power coefficient= ~n2 
7], Efficiency 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~ D4 n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s. T, 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:n) pn <P, 
Q, Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= ~ lY' pn 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.b.=0.4470 m .p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 

